Xerox ® Digital Ser vices: Arena mstore

Build a paper-light work experience that’s
simple, smoother and more secure.
In the haste of everyday work,
it can be hard to see just how
much paper-based processes
hamper productivity and drive
up costs — they’re error-prone,
time-consuming and pose a
number of challenges in terms
of accessibility, auditability
and security.
So how do you store documents
and keep them organised,
trackable and audit-ready?
And how do you balance
accessibility with security?
A W AY T O W O R K
T H AT W O R K S A L O T B E T T E R

Take the hassle out of document
management with Arena mstore.
Whether you work remotely, at the
office or somewhere in between, Arena
mstore helps you create a seamless,
paper-light work experience that’s
secure, compliant and cost effective.

Document management with Arena
mstore delivers accessibility, security
and trackability in a single platform. It
streamlines storing, sharing, tracking and
retrieving digital documents, so you can
transform the way you work and uncover
hidden savings in the process.

65%

of businesses spend between
£776 to £3880 monthly on
paper processes, including
supplies, energy and storage.1

S T R E A M L I N E D D I G I TA L S T O R A G E

A secure, organised repository of digital
files with advanced search engine
functionality that puts the files you
need right at your fingertips, freeing
you up to focus on higher-value work.
• Spend less time filing and finding
documents — everything is stored in
one central place for easy retrieval and
faster customer response times.
• Quickly file multiple documents at once
with batch import tools. Index manually
or automatically to reduce document
damage, loss and errors.
• Retain original documents along with
amended or updated versions with
version control that provides a full
audit trail.
• Reduce the need for physical storage
and provide a safer return-to-work
experience for employees with more
space and fewer touchpoints.
• Paper-light processes improve your
eco-credentials, translating to additional
cost savings that help you create a more
sustainable bottom line.

T IM E -S AV I N G
P R O C E S S A U T O M AT I O N

SIMPLIFIED SECURIT Y
AND COMPLIANCE

Customise and streamline processes for
time and cost savings. Teach the system
to work the way you work with advanced
AI that allows you to set rules and logic
around tasks.

Arena mstore takes the complexity out
of safeguarding data. Confidently stay
in compliance with regulations and
guidelines related to archiving, auditing
and securing documents.

• Enter a document and enable requests
that automatically trigger a stream of
tasks associated with certain documents,
creating a more touchless operation.

• Monitor and control access or activity on
documents, allowing you to easily provide
evidence that only authorised users have
access to sensitive information.

• AI takes the legwork out of data extraction
to reduce errors and increase productivity.

• Set retention rules for lifecycle
management to preserve files and
automatically dispose of them at the
appointed time.

• Machine learning and clever
functionality means the system will
defer to a person when it doesn’t
understand a process or task, and
then grasp what it was shown.

M ADE TO FI T YOU

Our consultative approach ensures a
system that’s fine-tuned to your
organisation’s unique needs. We’re a
strategic partner, not just a provider
— our dedicated, UK-based team offers
local support when you need it.

Let’s improve the way you work.
Less paper means more ease, security and cost savings. Transform
your work experience with electronic document management.
Learn more at concept-group.co.uk/solutions/arena-mstore
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• Electronic storage protects documents
from theft and natural disasters with
backups to secure external services.

Arena mstore integrates with your existing
MIS and ERP systems. Instead of
one-size-fits-all software, you get a
customised solution based entirely on
what works for you. We deliver scalability
that starts with a specific concern and
grows into an enterprise-wide solution.

